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	Scientific Astrophotography: How Amateurs Can Generate and Use Professional Imaging Data (The Patrick Moore Practical Astronomy Series), 9781461451723 (1461451728), Springer, 2012

	As ‘distributed’ astronomical projects multiply, this text on how to produce professional-quality space imaging will be welcome to many amateurs equipped with today’s powerful telescopy. It offers a thorough grounding in the scientific principles and methods.
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Government Data Centers: Meeting Increasing DemandsNational Academy Press, 2003
As repositories of the nation’s environmental data, U.S. government data centers are constantly evolving. The data they collect, disseminate, and archive are critical to assessing the state of the earth and our effect on it. As the data record grows, so does our understanding of the environment. However, because of the increasing amount and...

		

Wireless Technology: Protocols, Standards, and TechniquesCRC Press, 2001
We can always wait a bit longer to write a better book on technology.We can
always wait . . .

In this ever-changing technological scenario, keeping pace with the rapid
evolution of wireless technology is a formidable, exciting, and indispensable
task more than a challenge. The work is indeed herculean and often...

		

Arctic Energy and Social SustainabilityPalgrave Pivot, 2018

	
		In recent years the Arctic has become the focus of political, popular and scholarly debates around the future of our world’s Energy. Increasing consumption, dwindling reserves, climate warming and developing technologies are expected to push energy-related activities ever further into the previously inaccessible north. Within this...





	

GCC: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The Definitive Resource on Using GCC for Development

Learn to use GCC (GNU Compiler Collection) to develop and deploy a wide range of software across virtually all platforms and languages. Computer consultant Arthur Griffith provides a rich array of information on the most important piece of open source software in the world. Divided...


		

The Write Start: Sentences to Paragraphs with Professional and Student Readings (Available Titles CengageNOW)Wadsworth Publishing, 2009

	Clear, simple, and straightforward, this developmental writing book includes thorough coverage of the writing process, numerous opportunities for grammar practice, a variety of writing opportunities, and contemporary, interesting readings.
...

		

Programming Multiplayer GamesWordware Publishing, 2004
With Internet technology developing rapidly and the use of broadband
Internet services increasingly common, Internet computer gaming has
become ever more popular, while documentation on how to develop
Internet games remains inadequate. Programming Multiplayer Games
provides in-depth coverage of all the major topics associated...
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